
The owners of this beautiful family home in Meath have added an extension, connecting 
inside and out with a unique outdoor kitchen to reflect their love of al fresco cooking 
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Good room: Interior designer, Ash Wilson redesigned this room, 
taking inspiration from the garden with green accent tones and 
houseplants. Sofas, Sofa So Good; smoked ash coffee table, Ash 
Wilson Design; art, Gallery Zozimus; rug, Rug Art.
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The good room is a beautiful conversational area with sofas positioned opposite one another, giving the space great symmetry. Art, Brian Began Antiques; sofas, Sofa 
So Good; smoked ash coffee table, Ash Wilson Design; rug, Rug Art.
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ith three young children and a 
beautiful, classically designed 
home, it was the first Covid 
lockdown that motivated this 

couple to extend. ‘As a result of Covid, we 
spent so much more time in our home. We 
wanted the house to work better for our 
family, given the new ways we needed to 
use the space. My husband and I were both 
working from home so we needed two home 
offices. We were using our garden more 
during lockdown and barbecuing more, so we 
wanted our home and garden to flow better 
and wanted to be able to use our outdoor 
spaces all year round and entertain (when 
allowed) our friends and family.’

Working with architect, James McKevitt to 
get the design for the extension in place, the 
couple spent time considering all the design 
elements and considerations before finalising the 
plan and submitted their planning application. 
‘It was important to make sure that we got both 
the planning right and the interior working for 
our family. We researched interior designers; 
I wanted someone who would work with us 
as a family and understand what we needed 
from our home functionally as well as making 
it beautiful. Interior designer, Ash Wilson 
Design’s work was very individual and that 
really appealed, as we didn’t want a look that 
had been replicated numerous times before.’

The couple were excited to work with 

Ash and engaged with her at the very early 
planning stages, which gave great freedom 
with the design. ‘Layout was important to us, 
particularly the flow between the open plan 
kitchen/living/dining area and the outdoor 
kitchen and garden. We wanted to use both 
inside and outside as a continuation of the 
same space, so we could cook outside and eat 
inside, and vice versa. We were very open to 
Ash’s view on aesthetics and she worked with 
the style we have already created in the rest of 
the house.’ Ash collaborated with the architect 
and suggested increasing the overhang above 
the outdoor kitchen from two metres to three 
metres and introducing a skylight, which 
really adds to the impact and functionality of 
this amazing outdoor room.

Maximising the living space for a busy 
family of five, Ash took everything on board 
with regards to how the family would live 
in and use the space. The success of the 
flowing open plan space is the kitchen, with 
its carefully planned layout with two islands 
and beautiful mix of materials and finishes. 
Architectural symmetry and scale were 
essential to harmonise the three zones to define 
the kitchen, dining and living areas while 
maintaining a natural sense of flow around the 
room. Enhancing a sense of airiness and space 
with their slim timeless frames and sightlines, 
the Crittall style windows are key to the visual 
impact of the extension. 

The secret bar was one of those hidden 
surprises that came up as the project evolved. 
When designing the elevation that houses 
the bar, careful consideration was needed as 
this wall was approximately 14 metres long 
and needed to house half of the kitchen, 
two doorways (one double, one single) and 
a stove. The existing wall housed the original 
stove and had two alcoves. Rather than 
removing the alcoves, one of them became 
the bar. The design for this embodies the 
botanical style that continues throughout the 
house, with a beautiful Cole & Son feature 
panel creating a stunning effect along the 
back wall. This bright, uplifting botanical 
theme can be admired also in the good room 
with its green accent tones and leafy plants 
creating a sense of calm. 

In contrast, it was important that the den 
have a totally different ambience to the rest of 
the house. The design brief for this room was to 
create a space that could be used as a TV room, 
home office and a room to socialise in. A dark 
and moody colour scheme was chosen for this 
room to give it really strong dramatic impact. 

With an effortless flow throughout the 
reception rooms into the open plan extension 
and out to the al fresco entertaining space, 
this meticulously planned layout is a beautiful 
reflection of this young family’s lifestyle and 
love of enjoying time with friends and family 
time both inside and out. 

W
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Entrance hall: A sweeping staircase with wrought iron detail creates a spectacular welcome in the entrance hall. Staircase designed by Lee Austin Design; 
flooring by David Scott Tile, Bath & Stone.  Office: A dark and dramatic colour scheme has been designed for the atmospheric home office. Bespoke bookcase 
and desk, designed by Lee Austin Design, custom made by Function Design Furniture.

Den: Panelling and custom designed units, Edge Design & Construction; custom made 
sofa and footstool, Sofa So Good; Visual Comfort lighting, Hicken Lighting; ceiling 
plasterwork, Fine Irish Plasterwork; paint shade, Little Greene Mid Lead.



Den: This room has been dramatically transformed by removing the fireplace and adding bespoke joinery 
with a sliding panel to conceal the TV and accommodate ample storage. Panelling and custom designed 
units, Edge Design & Construction; custom made sofa and footstool, Sofa So Good; Visual Comfort 
lighting, Hicken Lighting; sliding panels covered in Philip Jefferies woven cotton wall covering; ceiling 
plasterwork, Fine Irish Plasterwork; paint shade, Little Greene Mid Lead.
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Open plan dining: The new extension was designed as the most sociable space, accommodating the kitchen, dining and casual sitting area, with views 
to the garden through striking Crittall style windows. Custom designed dining table, Ash Wilson Design; dining chairs, Ethnicraft; custom made 
bench seating in Nobilis fabric.  Sitting area: A spacious lounge area in the open plan room has been custom designed to ensure perfect proportions. 
Custom designed sofa, Sofa So Good; custom designed coffee table, Ash Wilson Design; TV unit, Edge Design & Construction.





Open plan kitchen: The bespoke kitchen has a gorgeous mix and 
match feel with a combination of oak and handpainted furniture. 
Kitchen, handpainted in Little Greene Slaked Lime and Farrow & 
Ball De Nimes, Shalford Interiors; kitchen handles, Armac Martin; 
wooden flooring, The Flooring Mill; Belgian blue limestone floor 
tiles, TileStyle; lighting, Hicken Lighting; custom made bar stools, 
Ash Wilson Design. 
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Hidden bar: The couple’s 
interior designer came up 
with the fabulous idea of 
designing a hidden bar 
into an existing alcove 
that blends into the wall 
when the doors are closed. 
Joinery, Edge Design 
& Construction; stone, 
Stone Ideas; Feature 
panel, The Trees of Eden 
by Cole & Son.

I N S I G H T

‘The best thing about living here is, the main room 
(extension) does exactly what we need. It has formal 
and informal spaces in one room where the family can 
sit and watch movies, the kids can do their homework 
at the island or we can host dinner parties.’

‘It was very important for us to get the outdoor 
kitchen right, given how we cook and eat as a family. 
We wanted to use both outside and inside our home 
as though they were extensions of the same space. We 
barbecue a lot all-year-round and wanted to be able 
to access our outdoor kitchen directly from the main 

space and have it useable and covered to use all year.’

‘My advice to anyone taking on a similar project 
is, be prepared to invest a lot of time. The more time 
invested in making decisions, the better the design 
outcome and layout will be and the better the space 
will work for your family.’. 

‘The most used room is the den; it’s an office, a TV 
room, a room for our kids to do homework in. It’s my 
favourite room, such a cosy room with multiple uses. 
Any guests we have often gravitate to this room.’

The owners

ArchitecturAl symmetry And scAle were essentiAl to hArmonise the three 

zones to define the kitchen, dining And living AreAs while mAintAining A 

nAturAl sense of flow Around the room.
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Bespoke kitchen, handpainted in Little Greene 
Slaked Lime and Farrow & Ball De Nimes, Shalford 
Interiors; kitchen handles, Armac Martin; wooden 
flooring, The Flooring Mill; Belgian blue limestone 
floor tiles, TileStyle; lighting, Hicken Lighting; 
custom made bar stools, Ash Wilson Design. 
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Bootroom: Designed as the ultimate drop-off area, the bespoke bootroom is great for storing sports equipment and  keeping clutter out of the kitchen and 
living spaces. Bootroom by Shalford Interiors, handpainted in Colourtrend Peacock Blue; flooring, Mosaic Assemblers; lighting, Mullan Lighting.  Entrance 
hall: The entrance hall features bespoke panelling and double glazed doors, creating an impressive entrance. Wooden flooring, The Flooring Mill.  
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Master bedroom: The master bedroom has been refreshed with a new colour scheme and bespoke furniture for a classic, elegant look. Bespoke bed, 
Sofa So Good; chairs, Michael Mortel Antiques.  Master ensuite: The existing ensuite has been repainted to update the master bathroom with a 
contemporary warm grey colour scheme.



Exterior living space: Designed to link the kitchen 
seamlessly with the garden, the sliding doors open 
onto an amazing custom-built al fresco kitchen 
with skylight feature. Outdoor kitchen, Shalford 
interiors; poured concrete countertop, Concrete 
Fair; splashback, Sensa Platino, Cosentino; tiles, 
TileStyle; architects, McKevitt King Architects; 
building contractor, Newgrange Construction; 
garden designer, Andrew Christopher, windows, 
The Folding Door Company.


